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Dear beloved, dispersed members of Yale’s Jewish community,

Last Shabbat, Congregation Beth Israel in Colleyville, Texas - and by extension, every Jewish

institution in America - was attacked. With thanks to God and to the heroism of Rabbi Charlie

Cytron-Walker, all of the synagogue members emerged unscathed. The frantic hours of prayer

and vigils, including the one held virtually for students in those tense hours after Shabbat, are

giving way to long weeks of careful, sober analyses of security. If you would like to understand

the state of security at Slifka Center, I invite you to join me and Uri at 8pm ET on Monday.

The day before this eruption of antisemitic violence, I wrote laying the groundwork for a Jewish

reckoning with climate crisis built on Rabbinic, rather than prophetic, intuitions. What follows

develops these ideas through the Rabbis’ rejection of prophetic consolation in favor of a

theology of Divine grief, then, via William James, surveying the scope of mourning as an aspect

of daily life. Next week we will conclude with an extended analysis and application of tzedakah,

the direct giving to those in dire need, as a mode of action in and defiance of a world order that

degrades so many of its inhabitants.

III. Refusing the Temptation of Consolation

This project is animated by the intuition that David Robert’s call to do away with “the forced

optimism that has become de rigueur in climate circles” and “chipper talk about what’s still

possible in climate models” - broadening and darkening our emotional palette to include the

darker, tragic aspects of our recent past, present, and future - resonates deeply with the

wisdom of the Jewish tradition.

Jewish theology possesses a technical term for hope-conferring promises of a better future

delivered to individuals and communities rocked by destruction and upheaval: consolation. The

obverse of the warnings we examined last week, consolation is the prophetic mode in the

aftermath of the destruction those warnings tried and failed to avert. Its most famous and

beautiful examples come from Deutero-Isaiah and were delivered in the immediate aftermath

of the First Temple’s destruction. These exquisite poems remain familiar today, as the Haftarot

leading from Tisha b’Av’s mid-summer devastation to the early-fall introspection of the High

Holidays. At his most inspiring and most audacious, Isaiah promises not only that the Jews’ dark

post-destruction condition will soon yield in the face of God’s redemptive love - but that such

calamity will never again befall Israel (54:7-10):
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For a little while I forsook you,

But with vast love I will bring you back.

In slight anger, for a moment,

I hid My face from you;

But with kindness everlasting

I will take you back in love

—said the LORD your Redeemer.

For this to Me is like the waters of Noah:

As I swore that the waters of Noah

Nevermore would flood the earth,

So I swear that I will not

Be angry with you or rebuke you.

Isaiah minimizes the destructive fury unleashed on Jerusalem as “slight anger, for a moment,”

ultimately insignificant in the face of the “kindness everlasting” that has bound God to Israel

since time immemorial and which will become manifest again in the speedily-restored fortunes

of the Jewish people and their Temple in Jerusalem. But in invoking “the eternal covenant made

with Noah never again to destroy the earth by flood (Gen 9:8-17),” which Marvin Sweeney

dutifully notes, aims “to illustrate the permanence and validity of this new divine promise,” the

prophet reaches further - and overreaches.

This Divine oath is the strongest of balms, granting relief in the form of knowledge that recent

terrors will be forever relegated to the past, always receding into memory and never

threatening one’s descendants. The problem is that, some 600 years laters, Jerusalem was

sacked a second time. The renewed Temple that Isaiah’s listeners dreamed of did not stand

eternally, as God had promised, but was destroyed yet again, Jerusalem’s population once more

killed, enslaved, or exiled.

God, according to Isaiah, took an oath - and in the long sweep of history, broke it. These words

are hard to write, and I imagine for many of you, hard to read. But I am not breaking new

theological ground: a long tradition, going back at least to Rashi (and according to him, back to

Abraham) thematizes broken Divine promises. It not the theology, but the present-day

implications of Isaiah’s invocation of Noah, that are new, and harrowing: if God’s promise to

never again destroy the Temple resembled God’s vow to never again inundate the earth, and

the Temple was indeed destroyed a second time - could unchecked waters again overrun our

world? At a moment when humanity’s prospects for future prosperity and peace are threatened

by rising sea levels, we may tragically be approaching a new era in which Isaiah’s linkage

between Jerusalem’s fall and the world’s destruction by water becomes true again: both will

occur twice.
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Last week I tried to emphasize that for young people today, climate crisis not only threatens the

biological, political, and economic components of their future, it also forces them to confront

the betrayal of the forces and institutions entrusted with their welfare. Something similar

occurred for, or to, our Rabbis of blessed memory: they lost not only the vital center of their

religious lives but also, because of Isaiah’s account of God’s oath, the ability to believe God’s

promises.

Our Rabbis and their students, living through and immediately after the cataclysmic breach of

God’s oath and Jerusalem’s walls, did not abandon God as a disproven theory, but began to

perceive and describe God in new, pathos-laden ways. They retold the story of God’s moments

following the loss of the First Temple, the very scene Isaiah depicts, in the manner we saw last

week: diametric contrast to their prophetic forebearers. Instead of issuing assurances, based on

the eternal protective power of Divine love, God on the Rabbis’ telling is bereft, even

disoriented, and turns to humanity for guidance (Eichah Rabbah 1 - with thanks to Dena Weiss,

my Hadar colleague, for teaching me this midrash many years ago):

Rabbi Nachman said in the name of Shmuel in the name of Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi: The Holy Blessed One

called to the ministering angels. God asked them, “A king of flesh and blood, when one of his family dies,

and he mourns, what does he do?”

The angels said to God, “He hangs a sack on his entranceway.” God said to them, “So will I.” Thus it is

written: (Isaiah 50:3) "I cloth the heavens in blackness, and I will place a sack as their covering."

God asked, “What is the way of a king of flesh and blood?” They said to God: He extinguishes the lanterns.

God said to them,”So will I.” As it is said, (Joel 2:10) "The sun and the moon are darkened."

God asked, “What is the way of a king of flesh and blood?” They said to God, “He overturns the beds.” God

said to them, “So will I.” As it is written, (Daniel 7:9) "till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of

Days did sit". As if it's possible, they were upside down.

God asked, “What is the way of a king of flesh and blood?” They said, “He goes barefoot.”God said, “So will

I.” As it is written, (Nahum 1:3) "The Lord's way is in the tempest and in the storm, and the clouds are the

dust of God’s feet."

God asked, “What is the way of a king of flesh and blood?” They said, “He tears his robes.” God said, “So

will I.” As it is written, (Lamentations 2:17) "God has done what He planned."

God asked, “What is the way of a king of flesh and blood?” They said, “He sits in silence.” God said, “So will

I.” As it is written, (Lamentations 3:28) "He shall sit alone and in silence."
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God asked, “How does a king of flesh and blood mourn?” They said, “He sits and cries.” God said, “So will

I.” As it is written, (Isaiah 22:12) "And God, Lord of Hosts, called on that day, for weeping and lamenting."

Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi depicts God in shock, lacking ways to navigate an unprecedented and

therefore unexpected loss. So God turns to the creatures learned in the ways of mourning,

humans, for guidance, partaking in the wisdom accumulated through countless generations of

human bereavement. There is no starker contrast to the prophetic mode: Isaiah conveyed a

mighty God’s reassurances regarding the future to frail humans, our Rabbis see God as carefully

studying and imitating our ways of mourning the past. It is precisely humanity’s vulnerability to

loss that gives us our capacity to teach God in this moment of Divine despair.

Last week, I claimed that the Talmud’s preference for scholarship over prophecy finds its full

expression in the structures, assumptions, and questions that shape every page. Something

similar holds for the Rabbis’ melancholic emotional palette. The Talmud is awash in evocative

accounts of shame, anger, sadness, fear, hunger, and heartache - any and every “negative”

emotion. When it comes to “positive” emotions of joy, love, and non-ironic comedy, the

Talmudic resources are closer to non-existent than meager. (It isn’t until the 14th century, in the

writings of Rabbi Hasdai Crescas, that we find extended treatments of love and joy). The

contrast between Isaiah and Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi isn’t local, confined to a pair of

contrasting post-destruction scenes: our Rabbis, again, are charting out non- and even

anti-prophetic spirituality, having learned through bitter disappointment to resist the

temptations of consolation.

It’s not only that the Rabbis and Roberts arrive at the same centering of tragedy - they arrive by

the same path. Roberts inhabits a climate community of “de rigueur optimism”; our Rabbis

inherited a tradition of prophetic consolation. Both believe that these overly-positive

frameworks do a disservice to humanity, failing to give us the space we need to grieve the

tragedy of our recent past, our present, and any honest picture of our future (the Rabbis see

them as a disservice to God as well). These are the dark hues of climate consciousness, and to

some extent life as a whole, for the people I talk with who contemplate their lives, individually

and collectively, fifty years hence.

To our can-do American sensibilities emphasizing the future, accomplishment, and possibility,

this Rabbinic mournfulness can seem a bit… depressing. Isn’t it better to stride forward with

energy and purpose, letting bygones be bygones as we focus on improving the world? No one

sensed the depth of this clash - or offered a more thoroughgoing apologia for the tragic ethos of

Roberts and our Rabbis - than William James in The Varieties of Religious Experience. James
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contrasts “once-born souls” - optimistic, naturally cheerful people who believe deep down in

the sufficiency of human agency and the eternal blossoming of possibility - with “twice-born

souls,” counting himself among the latter. Describing the twice-born worldview, partially

through contrast to once-born souls, James is plainly partisan (Lectures XIV and XV, in my

edition this passage appears on pp 362-3, helpfully indexed under “Tragedy of life”):

There is an element of real wrongness in this world, which is neither to be ignored nor evaded, but

which must be squarely met and overcome by an appeal to the soul’s heroic resources… As

against this view, the ultra-optimistic form of the once-born philosophy thinks we may treat evil

by the method of ignoring…

[To] minds of a sombre tinge, who naturally feel life as a tragic mystery, such optimism is a

shallow dodge or mean evasion… if one has ever taken the fact of the prevalence of tragic death

in this world’s history fairly into his mind - freezing, drowning, entombment alive, wild beasts,

worse men, and hideous diseases - he can with difficulty, it seems to me, continue his own career

of worldly prosperity without suspecting that he may all the while not be really inside the game,

that he may lack the great initiation.

You will not be surprised that I am sympathetic to James’s sympathy for the twice-born

world-view. Redemption, if it is to come at all, will arrive not through the natural progress of

forces, but through a heroism that is, in some basic sense, a rebellion against the world as-it-is.

And yet, our paired religious and ecological conditions suggest there is something more

historically contingent afoot than James, with his timeless account of life’s tragic mystery,

allows. The tragic dimensions of our current condition are the products of concrete events, forty

years of accumulated selfish and short-sighted decisions. Our Rabbis saw things similarly, as is

evident in Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi’s retelling of the Temple’s destruction: had existence been

always or intrinsically tragic, God would have anticipated such a moment. The destruction of the

Temple was a rupture in the human (and Divine) condition, one that dimmed the world and,

flipping it from a once-born to twice-born locale - in the same way that our emissions of carbon

have reshaped, and darkened, what it means to be a person. (More precise, at the risk of

obscurity: there is what Max Weber, borrowing a phrase of Goethe’s called an “elective affinity”

between a twice-born ethos and our present.) It may be that James is not always right, and not

even generally right - but he is right now: in the long ‘now’ of a post-Temple Judaism (whether

the establishment of the State of Israel does or shold end the melancholy phase of Jewish

history is a question for a different time), or the recent ‘now’ of accelerating, compounding

disruption to Earth’s life-sustaining systems.

IV. Asceticism, Prelude to Heroism
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James introduces the preceding account of the twice-born soul as the theory of which

asceticism is the practice, “in its spiritual meaning asceticism stands for nothing less than for

the essence of twice-born philosophy” (362). Here too, he shared our Rabbis’ spiritual

sensibilities; they paired accounts of Divine grief with helpfully divergent pictures of what

human life looks like, and means, in a depleted world. The more famous of the two is Rabbi

Yehoshua’s moderate position, developed through Socratic interrogation of a group of

anonymous ascetics (tSotah 15:11):

When the second Temple was destroyed, growing numbers of Jews became ascetics, neither

eating meat nor drinking wine. Rabbi Yehoshua visited them and said to them, “My children, why

don’t you eat meat?” They said to him, “Shall we eat meat, which was daily offered as a sacrifice

on the altar, which is gone?” He said, “Let us not eat it. And why don’t you drink wine?” They said

to him, “Shall we drink wine, which was daily poured as a libation upon the altar, which is gone?”

He said to them, “Let us not drink it.”

He then said to them, “If so, we shall not eat bread either, since two loaves and the showbread

were offered. We wouldn’t drink water, which was offered as a libation on Sukkot. We wouldn’t

eat dates or grapes, which were offered as first fruits on Shavuot.” They were silent.

Rabbi Yehoshua said to them, “My children: to mourn too much is impossible, to not mourn at all

is impossible.”

Rather, the Sages said, “A person paints his house, but leaves a small amount unfinished. A man

prepares what he needs for a meal, but leaves out a bit. A woman adorns herself with jewelry,

and leaves out a small piece, as it says, ‘If I forget you, Jerusalem, let my right hand forget its

cunning. Let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth, if I remember you not; if I set not

Jerusalem above my highest joy’ (Psalms 137:5–6).”

Rabbi Yehoshua encounters a far-reaching asceticism, one that fundamentally reworks human

life - and criticizes it as incoherent and misguided. While not entirely unsympathetic, he restricts

asceticism to a small set of largely symbolic renunciations: a patch of paint, a menu item, a

piece of jewelry. To forget Jerusalem would be an act of faithlessness (“shallow and less than

fully human”, as Roberts puts it), but to remake one’s life in the shadow of its decimation would

be taking things a bit too far.

The passage that immediately precedes the one quoted above is less well-known and more

radical. Rabbi Yishma’el shockingly sees a radical disruption of human life, to the point of

extinction, as the only authentic response to the state of the world, anything else is a

concession to inertia:
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Rabbi Yishmael said, “From the day of the Temple’s destruction, it would be proper for us not to

eat meat, and not to drink wine. But a court may not impose a decree that the majority of the

community cannot uphold.”

He would say, “... We should decree that the world become desolate: that people no longer

marry, have no more children, not celebrate at births, until the seed of Abraham extinguishes

itself. But it is better they transgress unwittingly than brazenly.”

Rabbi Yishma’el’s renunciations begin with meat and wine and go all the way, embracing their

nihilistic end-point with unflinching awareness. This position sees life in this impoverished world

as barely worth living - so it cannot in good conscience be propagated. Miley Cyrus voiced this

very same idea In a 2019 interview with Elle, “We’re getting handed a piece-of-s**t planet, and

I refuse to hand that down to my child. Until I feel like my kid would live on an earth with fish in

the water, I’m not bringing in another person to deal with that.” (I am unaware of other

correlations between Cyrus and Rabbi Yishma’el, though this is a promising topic for research ;).

Cyrus is not alone: more than 25% of childless adults cite climate change as a reason for not

having children; among those born between 1981-1996 this increases to more than one-third,

rising to a jaw-dropping 47% of those born since 1997.

Rabbi Yishma’el stops short of endorsing civilization-destroying practices as communal norms

because of broad jurisprudential principles related to the stubborn inertia of most of the Jewish

community. He sees the principled and ‘correct’ religious posture as complete separation from

this degraded world, framing the continuity of life as a concession to the inability of most

people to live up to the moment’s spiritual demands.

(This canonical voice of anti-natalism challenges the popular trope that producing children is an

expression of Judaism’s uncomplicated celebration of life, and a demographic obligation

incumbent on every Jew - and it is not a dead letter. Rabbi Shmuel Phoebus, in his authoritative

commentary to the Shulchan Arukh, cites a long chain of Ashkenazi decisors who point to Rabbi

Yishma’el as the reason that marriage and procreation are not compulsory in Judaism (Even

ha-Ezer 1:6). Apparently there have always been Jews who have, out of pessimism about

humanity’s present and future, decided not to bring new humans into the world - and the

tradition, while not valorizing this choice, tolerates and even defends it.)

These two rabbis’ worldviews differ to a near-Jamesian degree: to Rabbi Yehoshua, ascetics are

dangerously confused, overwhelmed by their passions and in need of others’ wise moderation.

For Rabbi Yishma’el it is the ascetics who, attuned to the horror that is the recent past and

foreseeable future, see things more or less right. The rest of us, who keep on keeping on, are
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sluggish, rigid, even unprincipled - by no means wiser or healthier. On his view, life undistracted

from broken-hearted despair, though not quite endorsed, is appreciated for its superior moral

clarity. He anticipates the findings of Marks et al in a recent, widely cited study, where the claim

that some of the psychic distress experienced by young people today in the face of climate

catastrophe is “‘a sign of mental health, not disorder... a sign that one’s conscience is alive’...

summarised in the words of one 16-year-old: ‘I think it’s different for young people. For us the

destruction of the planet is personal.’

I want to thank Evan Farber who, a few weeks ago, pointed out the vast practical territory to be

staked out between Rabbi Yehoshua’s merely-symbolic response to destruction and Rabbi

Yishma’el’s world-destroying one. Many, even most, renunciations go well beyond a single menu

item, and stop well short of ending human life. Evan pointed out that acts on the scale of

foregoing the wondrous convenience of air travel, removing meat from our homes and

synagogues, prioritizing installation of insulation and solar panels over other

convenience-enhancing renovations - fit the bill here, valuable not only for their incremental

impact on Earth’s climate, but also as ways to “not forget” the loss of life and biodiversity that

surrounds and awaits us. (Fascinatingly, later strata of the Jewish tradition have taken a related

path, imposing the anonymous ascetics’ prohibitions against meat and wine during the nine

days preceding Tisha b’Av. Climate-wise, this could take the form of a collective, annual going off

the grid for multiple days.)

This is how I was trained to read Talmud - taking the widely disparate opinions of its earliest

characters, including Rabbis Yehoshua and Yishma’el, as the goalposts between which the twin

games of interpretation and living unfold. I believe and hope that such a framework, beginning

with embracing our shared and justified grief, and moving from there to diverse-but-significant

acts of renunciation, which we experience as inscribed in the deep layers of meaning and

connection that bind us to one another in a shared fabric of humanity and resolve. That is not

all - James spoke of heroism, which he preferred to asceticism - and it is with the measure of

heroism available to each of us that I hope to conclude a week from now.

Until then - may you, those you love, and your communities be safe and well.

Shabbat shalom,

Jason
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